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ABSTRACT

In dusty cool-star outflow or ejection events around AGB or RCB-like stars, dust is accelerated by radiation from the star and
coupled to the gas via collisional drag forces. But it has recently been shown that such dust-gas mixtures are unstable to a
super-class of instabilities called the resonant drag instabilities (RDIs), which promote dust clustering. We therefore consider
idealized simulations of the RDIs operating on a spectrum of dust grain sizes subject to radiative acceleration (allowing for
different grain optical properties), coupled to the gas with a realistic drag law, including or excluding the effects of magnetic
fields and charged grains, and calculate for the first time how the RDIs could contribute to observed variability. We show that
the RDIs naturally produce significant variations (∼ 10 − 20% 1𝜎-level) in the extinction, corresponding to ∼ 0.1 − 1 mag level
in the stellar types above, on timescales of order months to a year. The fluctuations are surprisingly robust to finite source-size
effects as they are dominated by large-scale modes, which also means their spatial structure could be resolved in some nearby
systems. We also quantify how this produces variations in the line-of-sight grain size-distribution. All of these variations are
similar to those observed, suggesting that the RDIs may play a key role driving observed variability in dust extinction within
dusty outflow/ejection events around cool stars. We further propose that the measured variations in grain sizes could directly be
used to identify the presence of the RDIs in close by systems with observations.
Key words: Keywords: instabilities – turbulence – stars: winds, outflows – AGB and post-AGB – ISM: kinematics and dynamics
– galaxies: formation

1 INTRODUCTION
Dust is a fundamental ingredient within many systems in astrophysics
and contributes heavily to star and planet formation, astro-chemistry,
extinction and attenuation of interstellar light, interstellar medium
(ISM) heating and cooling processes, dynamics of outflows around
active galactic nuclei, and more (for a review, see Draine 2003).
One important regime where dust plays a major role is in “dusty
outflows” from cool stars, such as asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
or R Coronae Borealis (RCB) stars. While the winds of hotter more
massive giant stars are driven by gas line opacities (e.g. Kudritzki
& Puls 2000; Puls et al. 2008; Owocki 2010, 2014; Smith 2014;
Puls et al. 2015), in RCB- and AGB-star systems some initial processes (e.g. pulsational instabilities) allow the envelope temperature
to drop below the condensation temperature and form dust grains,
which are then strongly accelerated by absorbing the stellar radiation,
potentially driving the outflow by collisionally dragging gas along
(Reimers 1975; Willson & Hill 1979; Hill & Willson 1979; Wood
1979; Engels et al. 1983; Baud & Habing 1983; Fadeyev & Fokin
1986).
★
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The broad outlines of these qualitative scenarios have been supported by a wide range of observations of both time-resolved (Whitelock et al. 1991, 2003; Glass et al. 2009; McDonald & Zĳlstra 2016)
and spatially-resolved (Tej et al. 2003; Wittkowski et al. 2007; ZhaoGeisler et al. 2012; Karovicova et al. 2013; Stewart et al. 2016;
Khouri et al. 2016; Ohnaka et al. 2017b,a) structures in the dust (for
a review, see Höfner & Olofsson 2018).
Recently, however, Squire & Hopkins (2018b) showed that dust
grains being accelerated through gas in this manner are subject to an
enormous super-class of instabilities, which they termed the Resonant Drag Instabilities (RDIs). The “resonance” here refers to the fact
that the growth rates are maximized wherever the natural frequencies
of dust and gas modes are equal, so different resonances arise for all
possible “mode pairs.” The analytic linear theory of these instabilities
was studied further in Hopkins & Squire (2018a); Squire & Hopkins
(2018a); Hopkins & Squire (2018b), who noted that cool-star outflows should be linearly unstable to RDIs on essentially all spatial
scales, with linear growth rates much shorter than the bulk outflow
timescales. In fact, certain special cases of the “acoustic quasi-sound
and quasi-drift” RDIs were first identified in the cool star outflow
literature by Morris (1993); Mastrodemos et al. (1996); Deguchi
(1997), but some of the simplifying assumptions imposed (e.g. the
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dust always following the local equilibrium drift velocity) prevented
identification of the key resonance structures that allow rapid RDI
growth. More recently, Moseley et al. (2019); Seligman et al. (2019);
Hopkins et al. (2020) presented first idealized numerical studies of
RDIs, and argued that in the non-linear state these could drive strong
dust clumping which, they speculated, might explain some observed
variability in the dusty structures in cool-star envelopes and outflows.
However those studies did not allow for a spectrum of grain sizes,
crucial for predicting extinction properties, and did not investigate
any observable diagnostics or parameters most relevant for these
physical systems.
In this paper, we therefore present idealized simulations of the
RDIs, with a spectrum of grain sizes and parameters chosen to be
order-of-magnitude relevant for cool-star outflows, and for the first
time calculate the behavior of temporal and spatial variations in the
dust extinction along different sightlines to the star. We stress that
these are not “full physics” simulations of dusty outflows: there has
been extensive work on multi-physics simulations and calculations of
wind dynamics with many other instabilities that can drive variability
(see e.g. MacGregor & Stencel 1992; Hartquist & Havnes 1994;
Sandin & Höfner 2003; Soker 2000, 2002; Simis et al. 2001; Woitke
2006a,b). As discussed in Hopkins & Squire (2018b), some of these
numerical studies likely saw some of the RDIs, though they were not
explicitly identified as such. Rather our goal is to specifically study
idealized simulations of the RDIs which allow us to isolate their role,
so that we can ask whether or not these could plausibly explain dust
variability in certain physical systems.

2 NUMERICAL METHODS AND SIMULATIONS
In this section we briefly discuss the numerical methods that are
needed to model the RDIs in certain regions of interest. For this cause
we partially use the simulations that are carried out by Hopkins &
Squire (2018a) and run new simulations with different dust-to-gas
ratios but include the same physics to investigate a larger region of the
parameter space. The simulations are carried out in a dimensionless
unit system. This makes it possible to apply the simulations to several
astrophysical regions of interest where dust is believed to have a major
impact on the underlying physics.

2.1 System of equations
We present the system of equations that is taken into account within
our simulations. In general there are three parts that we need to
consider to treat the system properly. The first is the equation of
motion (EOM) of the dust. The second is the EOM of the gas (Euler‘s
equation). The third is the coupling of the dust with the gas (and vice
versa). For the dust grains the EOM can be directly integrated for
each individual dust grain by solving:
𝑑vd
ws
=−
+ a,
𝑑𝑡
𝑡s

(1)

in co-moving coordinates with the constant external acceleration a
on the dust grain, the drift velocity wd = vd − ug , which is given as
the relative movement between dust (vd ) and gas particles ug and the
stopping time 𝑡s . In our simulations the stopping time is given by the
assumption of Epstein-drag which leads to the following expression
in both sub and supersonic regimes following (Draine & Salpeter
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1979):
√︂
𝑡s =

2
𝜋𝛾 𝜌¯ d 𝜖 d
9𝜋𝛾 wd
1+
2
8 𝜌g 𝑐 s
128 𝑐 s

! −1/2
,

(2)

with the gas density 𝜌g , the adiabatic index 𝛾 of the gas given by
𝜕 log 𝑃g /𝜕 log 𝜌g with the pressure 𝑃g of the fluid (we adopt an
isothermal 𝛾 = 1), the √︁
grain density 𝜌¯ d , the dust grain radius 𝜖 d and
the sound speed 𝑐 s = 𝜕𝑃g /𝜕 𝜌g . The gas component is modelled
via Euler‘s equation, including a term that models the coupling (drag
force) of the dust on the gas particles:


∫
𝜕
ws
𝜌g
+ ug · ∇ ug = −∇𝑃g +
𝑑 3 𝑣 d 𝑓d (vd ) .
(3)
𝜕𝑡
𝑡s
The last term on the right-hand side of the equation 3 is the coupling
term for the drag force that the gas particles feel in the presence of
the dust. The function 𝑓d (vd ) is the given phase-space density of the
underlying distribution of the dust particles,∫where the grain density
is given by evaluating the expression 𝜌¯ d = 𝑑 3 𝑣 d 𝑓d (vd ). In recent
studies the focus was on the growth rate of the linear regime (Hopkins
& Squire 2018b; Squire & Hopkins 2018a) or the non-linear regime
(Moseley et al. 2019; Seligman et al. 2019; Hopkins et al. 2021),
where it was convenient to consider just a single grain size. However,
in our studies we apply a grain size distribution of the form:
𝑑𝑁
∝ 𝜖 d−3.5 ,
(4)
𝑑𝜖d
following the grain size distribution from the interstellar dust model
of Mathis et al. (1977), with a minimum grain size a factor = 100
smaller than the maximum (see e.g. Weingartner & Draine 2001).
Including a grain size spectrum that takes the form which is presented
in equation 4 gives us the opportunity to study the influence of
different grain sizes on the geometrical optical depth.
Some simulations are carried out including the effects of magnetic
fields. Thus we solve the equations of magnetohydrodynamics instead
of hydrodynamics and replace equation 1 by:
𝑑vd
ws ws × B̂
=−
+
+ a,
𝑑𝑡
𝑡s
𝑡L
where tL is the Larmor-time given as
𝑡L =

4𝜋 𝜌¯ d 𝜖 d3 𝑐
𝑚d 𝑐
=
,
|𝑞 d B|
3𝑒|𝑍d B|

(5)

(6)

with 𝑚 𝑑 ≡ (4𝜋/3) 𝜌¯ d 𝜖 d3 for a mean internal grain density 𝜌¯ d is the
grain mass and Z𝑑 as the grain charge. This Larmor-time corresponds
to a Larmor-frequency 𝜔L at which charged particles gyrate under
the influence of the magnetic field. In the MHD case, equation 3 is
replaced with


∫
B × (∇ × B)
ws
𝜕
𝜌g
+ ug · ∇ ug = −∇𝑃g +
+
𝑑 3 𝑣 d 𝑓d (vd ) .
𝜕𝑡
4𝜋
𝑡s
(7)
We assume collisional grain charging following Draine & Sutin
(1987) to calculate 𝑍d (see Seligman et al. 2019).
We are interested here in applications to dust-driven winds from
cool stars, so the relevant acceleration comes from radiation pressure, i.e. â ∼ (𝐿 ∗ /(4𝜋 𝑟 2 𝑐)) (𝑄 𝜋 𝜖 d2 /𝑚 d ) r̂, where 𝐿 ∗ is the stellar
luminosity, r is the direction of the radiation pressure from the star,
and 𝑄 = 𝑄(𝜖 d , 𝜆, ...) is the usual dimensionless absorption efficiency (which is a function of the grain composition and incident
spectrum). We will refer to the “geometric” absorption limit, 𝑄 = 1,
as appropriate when 𝜖 d  𝜆. However, in many situations the driving
radiation may have 𝜆  𝜖 d , in which case 𝑄 ∼ 𝜖 d /𝜆 (Draine 2011),
and we can model this case by taking 𝑄 = 𝑄 0 (𝜖 d /𝜖 dmax ).
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2.2 Numerical Methods
The simulations are carried out with the multi-method code Gizmo
(Hopkins 2015)1 . The equations of (magneto) hydrodynamics are
solved with the second-order Lagrangian Godunov finite volume
method, the meshless finite volume (MFV; Gaburov & Nitadori 2011;
Hopkins 2015). The dust particles in the simulations are modeled
using the super particle approach (e.g. Carballido et al. 2008; Johansen et al. 2009; Bai & Stone 2010a,c,b; Pan et al. 2011), where
each super-particle represents a group of grains with some size and
charge obeying the single-grain equations above. Extensive tests of
the methods we use for both MHD and dust dynamics in Gizmo are
presented in Hopkins & Raives (2016); Hopkins (2016, 2017); Deng
et al. (2019); Hopkins & Lee (2016); Lee et al. (2017); Moseley et al.
(2019); Seligman et al. (2019); Hopkins et al. (2020). We initialize a homogeneous, period 3D box (side-length 𝐿 box ), obeying the
homogeneous equilibrium dust drift solution:
"
#
0 0
0 0 2
| â| 𝑡 𝑠0 â − 𝑡 𝑠 /𝑡 𝐿 ( â × B̂0 ) + (𝑡 𝑠 /𝑡 𝐿 ) ( â · B̂0 )
0
w𝑠 =
.
(8)
1+𝜇
1 + (𝑡 𝑠0 /𝑡 0𝐿 ) 2
then allow it to evolve until the statistics of all properties studied here
reach saturation.
2.3 Parameter Choices & Units
Ignoring magnetic fields for now, if we work in code units of the
isothermal sound speed 𝑐 𝑠 , mean initial gas density h𝜌g i, and box
size 𝐿 box , then our simulations are scale-free and the dynamics
are entirely specified by three dimensionless parameters: (1) the
volume-averaged dust-to-gas mass ratio 𝜇 ≡ h𝜌d i/h𝜌g i; (2) the “size
parameter” of the largest grains, 𝛼 ≡ 𝜌¯ d 𝜖 dmax /h𝜌g i 𝐿 box , and (3)
the “acceleration parameter” 𝑎˜ ≡ | â| 𝐿 box /𝑐2𝑠 (the direction of â
defines our axes). To motivate some initial parameter choices for
our study, and allow us to make some order-of-magnitude translation to physical units, we consider a system where the box represents a region 𝐿 box ∼ 𝑟 at a distance 𝑟 in a cool-star outflow with
h𝜌g i ∼ 𝑀¤ ∗ /(4𝜋 𝑟 2 𝑣 wind ), and luminosity 𝐿 ∗ , with typical maximum
grain sizes 𝜖 dmax ∼ 1 𝜇m and 𝜌¯ d ∼ 2 g cm−3 . From e.g. Höfner &
Olofsson (2018), some typical AGB parameters might be stellar radius 𝑅∗ ∼ 10 − 250 𝑅 , effective temperature 𝑇eff ∼ 1000 − 3000 K,
luminosity 𝐿 ∗ ∼ 103 − 104 𝐿 , wind velocity 𝑣 wind ∼ 5 − 30 km s−1 ,
mass-loss rate 𝑀¤ ∗ ∼ 10−8 − 10−6 M yr−1 , dust-to-gas mass ratio 𝜇 ∼ 10−4 − 10−2 , geometric optical depth (defined below)
𝜏geo ∼ 0.5 − 1.2, while for RCB stars, typical parameters might
be 𝑅∗ ∼ 100 𝑅 , 𝑇eff ∼ 4000 K, 𝐿 ∗ ∼ 104 𝐿 , 𝑣 wind ∼ 100 km s−1 ,
𝑀¤ ∗ ∼ 10−6 M yr−1 , 𝜏geo ∼ 10. Inserting these, we obtain:
!



𝜖 dmax
𝑀¤
𝐿 Box
𝑣 wind
,
(9)
𝛼∼
𝜇m
500𝑅
10kms−1 10−8 𝑀 yr−1
and

𝑎˜ ∼ 3400

𝐿∗
103 L



𝑄0
0.2



𝜖 dmax
𝜇m

!

𝐿 Box
500𝑅




𝑇gas
.
1000K

(10)

We also note that magnetic fields in cool star-star atmospheres are
generally believed to be weak (e.g. Sabin et al. 2015). However, there
seems to be some evidence that there is some magnetic activity on
the surface of RCB stars that might even contribute to the stellar
1

A public version of the code, including all methods used in this paper, is
available at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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wind due to heating via magnetosonic waves (e.g. Rao 2008). In full
detail we would need to model this self-consistently accounting for
non-ideal MHD effects which depend sensitively on the ionization
fraction, which requires physics well beyond those included in our
idealized studies. We therefore simply consider both “pure hydro”
and “ideal MHD” cases below, to span the range of interest.
With this in mind consider three simulations from the parameter
survey in Hopkins et al. (2020) that could plausibly represent coolstar outflows. In each we take 𝜇 = 0.01, but we have also considered
simulations with 𝜇 = 0.001, which behave qualitatively similarly (the
linear growth is slightly slower, but non-linear behavior similar, with
somewhat stronger fractional dust clumping, as shown in Hopkins
et al. 2020), and have somewhat lower optical depths than typical
cool-star envelopes, so do not study those in detail.

• HD-Q: This is a pure-hydrodynamic (|B| → 0) simulation, with
(𝛼, 𝑎)
˜ = (0.088, 1400). From the above, these choices are broadly
plausible for a typical weaker AGB outflow ( 𝑀¤ ∼ 10−8 M yr−1 ) at
radii ∼ 500 𝑅 from the stellar photosphere. We assume in this run
that 𝑄 ∝ (𝜖d /𝜆) i.e. that the system is in the “small grain limit” (grain
sizes much smaller than the wavelengths driving the outflow), so the
radiative acceleration on grains is independent of grain size 𝜖 d . It is
important to note that this directly implies that the grain velocity is
dependent on grain size 𝜖 d .
• HD This is again pure-hydrodynamic, but with (𝛼, 𝑎)
˜ =
(0.15, 20), and we assume 𝑄 = constant, i.e. the “large grain” or
“geometric absorption” limit, likely more relevant for the large grains
(∼ 𝜇m) that dominate the grain mass. Of course, real systems can
have grains in both limits and 𝑄 can be a complicated function of
grain size and other properties, but given the idealized nature of our
simulations, this is simply a useful comparison to survey the extremes of different dependencies we might expect in more physical
cases. The lower value of 𝑎˜ is chosen so that the mean drift velocity
of the small grains, which dominate the opacity, is similar to case
HD-Q. In this case the acceleration is dependent on grain size while
the velocity is independent of grain size.
We note that the simulations HD-Q and MHD-Q are identical
with the simulations discussed in (Squire et al. 2021).
• MHD-Q This case includes magnetic fields, and adopts
(𝛼, 𝑎)
˜ = (0.0067, 5800), assuming 𝑄 ∝ (𝜖 d /𝜆) like HD-Q. For
the MHD case, we also must initialize B, which we do by assuming
weak-but-not-negligible fields (plasma 𝛽 ≡ 𝑐2𝑠 /𝑣 2𝐴 = 10) with an initial angle of 45deg between B̂ and â (the latter is largely irrelevant to
the dynamics; see Hopkins et al. 2020), and the dimensionless grain
“charge parameter” for the collisional charge law and our fiducial
1/2
parameters becomes 𝜙˜ = 3𝑍d 𝑒/4𝜋𝑐𝜖d2 𝜌g ≈ 40. More important
than magnetic fields, as we show below these simulations have about
∼ 10 times higher mean geometric optical depth of dust, which places
them closer to RCB-like conditions in physical parameter space.
• MHD This case includes magnetic fields, and adopts (𝛼, 𝑎)
˜ =
(0.0067, 5800), assuming 𝑄 = constant, i.e. the “large grain” or
“geometric absorption” limit, like HD. Apart from this we note that
we initialise the magnetic field exactly the same way as in the case
MHD-Q with identical optical depth between these two runs making
this run again similar to what we know from the high optical depth
limits in RCB-star atmospheres.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)
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Figure 1. Evolution of the RDIs in simulation HD-Q (in which the acceleration is independent of grain size; see § 2.3) at an early time where modes are still
roughly linear (left) and well into non-linear saturated state (right). Time is in code units 𝐿box /𝑐𝑠 . Colors show gas density 𝜌g relative to the mean, in our
idealized initially-homogeneous periodic box, and black points show dust grains. Initially, small grains form sheet-like morphologies owing to their sub-sonic
drift, but this collapses to more complex structures and saturates in elongated dust filaments aligned with the direction of the radiative acceleration of grains
(§ 3.1).

Figure 2. Evolution of simulation HD (with variable grain size dependent acceleration, see § 2.3), as Fig. 1. Here the grains have different accelerations but this
produces the same initial super-sonic equilibrium drift speed, so the RDI resonant angles align into coherent structures at early times, but this breaks into less
coherent “patches” instead of filaments in the saturated state.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Morphology of the instabilities
Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, visualize the simulations at early (linear) and
late (non-linear/saturated) times. The morphologies of the RDIs are
distinct in each simulation, though there are some qualitative similarities. At early times, linear mode structures dominate, with the
smallest-scale modes (which have the fastest growth times) most visMNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)

ible. As time passes larger modes grow until the box is saturated. In
HD-Q, the smallest grains drift sub-sonically, so the dominant initial
modes are the low-𝑘 aligned modes from Hopkins & Squire (2018b)
which builds up sheets (in the plane perpendicular to â), but the
largest grains drift highly super-sonically, which non-linearly drives
the elongated filament structures seen for super-sonic drift in single
grain simulations in Moseley et al. (2019). In HD, although the acceleration depends on grain size, the initial drift velocity is independent
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Figure 3. Evolution of simulation MHD-Q same as Fig. 1. This simulation enables magnetic fields (initial B points in the vertical direction) with charged grains,
in ideal MHD, which produces new RDIs that clump the dust rapidly on small scales. The non-linear state is more corrugated-sheet-like in the direction of the
acceleration.

Figure 4. Evolution of simulation MHD same as Fig. 3. Similar to simulation MHD this enables magnetic fields (again initial B points in the vertical direction)
with charged grains, in ideal MHD. The structural differences between MHD and MHD-Q are less clear as in HD-Q and HD gauging the importance of the
presence of magnetic fields on the build-up of the RDIs. Similar to MHD-Q we observe more sheet like structures when the RDIs are in saturation.

of grain size (because the combination | â| 𝑡 𝑠 in Eq. 8 is independent
of 𝜖 d ) with trans-sonic |w𝑠 | ∼ 1.5 𝑐 𝑠 , so the initial modes have the
same acoustic-RDI resonant angle, which appears strongly at early
times as the characteristic angle of the sheets; the non-linear evolution being more trans-sonic produces less coherent filaments with a
more “patchy” morphology. Morphology, growth rate and resulting
turbulence are discussed in more detail in Squire et al. (2021). The
MHD and MHD-Q cases are driven by a more complicated mix of
modes, since with MHD and charged grains many more RDI families

(resonances with gyro motion, Alfvén or slow or fast magnetosonic
waves) are available. The details of these modes, which is similar to
the single grain size case “AGB-XL” in Hopkins & Squire (2018a),
are discussed therein. The MHD-RDIs allow for even faster mode
growth, as more resonances are available, and resonances exist even
for grains at arbitrarily sub-sonic drift velocities. Non-linearly, these
eventually produce a corrugated sheet morphology, with the plane of
the sheets aligned with â.
Across these behaviors, it is certainly possible that the RDI could
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)
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Figure 5. Bivariate distribution of dust column density Σd and gas column density Σg (§ 3.2), integrated along sightlines in the acceleration/outflow/radial
direction â, in the initial growth phase of the instabilities in all simulations HD, HD-Q, MHD and MHD-Q. Although there are large local variations in the
dust-to-gas ratio, the sightline-integrated dust and gas surface densities are well-correlated and trace one another, initially without significant fluctuations. We
note that at very early times there is only a very weak time-evolution present but there is a difference between the HD-Q, HD and MHD-Q, MHD models where
one can already see weak scattering of the dust component the slightly higher column density, already indicating the quicker growth of the RDIs at an early
evolutionary stage of the instabilities.

source both large-scale features commonly seen in cool-star outflows including arcs or shells (the spherical-geometry version of
the “sheets” seen here) as in Morris (1993); Winters et al. (1994);
Deguchi (1997); Balick & Frank (2002), as well as commonly-seen
dust filaments or streamers with “knots” of overdensity (O’dell &
Handron 1996; O’Dell et al. 2002; Balick et al. 1998; Matsuura et al.
2009). And of course turbulence and clumping are evident with similar magnitude to observational claims in e.g. Fong et al. (2003);
Young et al. (2003); Ziurys et al. (2007); Agúndez et al. (2010); Cox
et al. (2012), though this is far from the only mechanism that can
produce turbulence in outflows.

3.2 Gas and Dust Densities
On micro-scales, the three-dimensional local dust-to-gas ratios can
fluctuate by orders of magnitude in the RDIs, and this is studied in
Hopkins et al. (2020). In systems like cool-star outflows, that could be
extremely important for e.g. grain growth, coagulation, shadowing,
and other phenomena which would then non-linearly influence the
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)

dynamics or even the ability to launch outflows, but we do not study
any of these processes here.
A more observable quantity is the sightline-integrated dust column
Σd or gas column Σg . We show this for all simulations for an early and
a late evolutionary state of the RDIs in each respective simulations
base on the bivariate distribution of these in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. We
note that this does not significantly change for the simulations HD
and MHD-Q. Moreover we note that in the saturated growth stage of
the RDIs this the distribution is not strongly fluctuating as a function
of time.
We project our simulation assuming direction of â is the direction
of a (radial) sightline (appropriate for e.g. “down the barrel” observations of the driving star), and divide our box into a 2D 256x256
grid integrating along each grid point through the box (the results are
converged with respect to our grid sampling). We choose a snapshot
in the saturated phase; the results are insensitive in this phase to the
time chosen. There are still substantial variations in Σd and Σg , but
most of the local three-dimensional fluctuation in their ratio is factored out: the sightline-integrated correlation between dust and gas
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Figure 6. Bivariate distribution of dust column density Σd and gas column density Σg (§ 3.2), integrated along sightlines in the acceleration/outflow/radial
direction â, in the saturated state for all simulations HD, HD-Q, MHD and MHD-Q. Although there are large local variations in the dust-to-gas ratio, the
sightline-integrated dust and gas surface densities are well-correlated and trace one another, with significant fluctuations. In the saturated state of the RDIs there
is only a weak time evolution present.

surface densities is quite good, in fact, a result of the dust driving
the gas into overdensities in the same columns and structures of the
outflow.
We consider sightline-integrated dust column Σd or gas column
Σg that are directly related to the observables such as dust extinction.
To evaluate these quantities we project our simulation assuming direction of â is the direction of a (radial) sightline (appropriate for
e.g. “down the barrel” observations of the driving star), and divide
our box into a 2D 256x256 grid integrating along each grid point
through the box (the results are converged with respect to our grid
sampling). We choose a snapshot in the saturated phase; the results
are insensitive in this phase to the time chosen. There are still substantial variations in Σd and Σg , but most of the local three-dimensional
fluctuation in their ratio is factored out: the sightline-integrated correlation between dust and gas surface densities is quite good, in fact,
a result of the dust driving the gas into overdensities in the same
columns and structures of the outflow.
We show the bivariate distribution of these two quantities for all
simulations for the initial growth phases and the saturated states of
the RDIs in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Firstly, we note that there is no significant differences between the simulations for all four simulations that

we take into account in the analysis, at their respective early and late
evolutionary stages. Moreover, we note that in the saturated regime
of the RDIs the scatter of these distributions is only weakly affected,
i.e. we it does not matter for which snapshot in the saturated stage
we plot those quantities.
3.3 Extinction Variations in Space and Time
Next consider the implications for extinction and scattering, represented in the optical depth:
∫ ∫
d𝑁d
𝑑ℓ 𝑑𝜖d
(11)
𝜏(𝜆, x, ...) =
𝑄(𝜖 d , 𝜆, ...) 𝜋 𝜖d2
𝑑𝜖d 𝑑 3 x
where 𝑑𝑁d /𝑑𝜖d 𝑑 3 x is the local number density of grains of size 𝜖 d . To
calculate the optical effects in detail, we would need to model scattering through the outflow, with detailed radiation-hydrodynamics
simulations accounting for how the different extinction and scattering 𝑄 values depend on wavelength and grain size, the incident
spectrum being attenuated, and the observed wavelengths. But given
the idealized nature of our simulations, such a detailed calculation
would not be especially realistic.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)
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Figure 8. Effective geometric optical depth 𝜏˜geo (see § 3.3) for a finitesize source disc of radius 𝑅∗ , integrated along a fixed sightline through the
box center perpendicular to the outflow direction â, as a function of time
(ignoring early times before saturation). We show one example for this for
the simulation HD. The alternative 𝑦-axis shows the equivalent change in
magnitudes 𝛿𝑚 = −(2.5/ln 10) 𝛿 𝜏˜geo ; the alternative 𝑥-axis and legend
labels show an approximate equivalent physical unit scale by taking 𝐿box ∼
300 𝑅 and 𝑐𝑠 ∼ 4 km s−1 . The mean geometric optical depth is ∼ 0.5,
with variations at the ∼ 0.1 mag level, similar to observed AGB stars. We
note that the third spatial direction is redundant for the simulations HD and
HD-Q since it is statistically identical with the first perpendicular sightline.
Hence, we include this as a proof to gauge that we get similar optical depth
fluctuations for the perpendicular sightlines.

0.06

Figure 7. Effective geometric optical depth 𝜏˜geo (see § 3.3) for a finite-size
source disc of radius 𝑅∗ , integrated along a fixed sightline through the box
center along the outflow direction â, as a function of time (ignoring early
times before saturation), for simulations HD-Q and HD. The alternative 𝑦axis shows the equivalent change in magnitudes 𝛿𝑚 = −(2.5/ln 10) 𝛿 𝜏˜geo ;
the alternative 𝑥-axis and legend labels show an approximate equivalent
physical unit scale by taking 𝐿box ∼ 300 𝑅 and 𝑐𝑠 ∼ 4 km s−1 . The mean
geometric optical depth is ∼ 0.5 for the model HD and ∼ 0.85 for the model
HD-Q, with variations at the ∼ 0.1 mag level, similar to observed AGB stars.

What we can calculate robustly without reference to this is
the geometric optical depth 𝜏geo (x), calculated ignoring scattering and assuming 𝑄 = 1 (i.e. the geometric limit), which can
be immediately computed from our simulations along any sightline, integrating 𝑑ℓ through the box length 𝐿 box on the grid described above. Note that since our initial conditions are homogeneous, we can immediately calculate the initial homogeneous value
h𝜏geo (𝑡 = 0)i = (15/2) (𝜇/𝛼) for our assumed dust grain size distribution and definition of 𝜇 and 𝛼. This means our HD simulations
have initial/mean 𝜏geo ∼ 0.5 − 1, while our MHD case has 𝜏geo ∼ 10,
making the latter more appropriate perhaps for comparison to RCB
systems which exhibit much larger extinction in dusty “events” (Jeffery & Hambsch 2019).
However, the sightline-integrated 𝜏geo is appropriate only for pointsources; if the star is the background source, its size is not infinitesimal compared to the obscuring envelope/outflow. We therefore acMNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)
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count for finite source-size effects by computing 𝜏geo (x) along sightlines on a densely-sampled 2D grid, then assuming the source is a
disc with uniform surface brightness and computing its effective optiÍ
cal depth 𝜏˜geo = − ln [𝑁 −1 𝑖 𝑒 −𝜏geo (x𝑖 ) ] (where 𝑁 is the number of
sightlines uniformly sampling the disc), which gives (by definition)
the correct extincted luminosity 𝐿 ∗ 𝑒 − 𝜏˜geo .
Fig. 7 shows the resulting 𝜏˜geo for a specific line of sight (through
the box center) as a function of time (in the saturated state), as a
function of source size, for the runs HD-Q and HD. Of course, as
the source size approaches the box scale, more of the variation is
averaged-out. Note that we focus on the “radial” direction (line-ofsight parallel the acceleration â or outflow direction); if we instead
select “perpendicular” directions (integrating perpendicular to the
outflow direction, the behavior is qualitatively quite similar, but fluctuations are somewhat smaller for the same fractional source size
(although physically, in this case, background sources would be essentially point-sources, so the maximum variation of the sources
sizes we consider would be most applicable). We show this for reference for the simulation HD in Fig. 8 and note that this is essentially
identical for the model HD-Q
Fig. 9 shows the resulting 𝜏˜geo for a specific line of sight (through
the box center) as a function of time (in the saturated state), as a function of source size for the simulation MHD-Q. Similar to the case of
HD and HD-Q which we present in Fig. 7 we can see that as the cylinders approach larger and larger radii, the optical depth approaches
the limit of the box. Qualitatively, we observe similar behavior for the
simulation MHD-Q compared to its non-MHD counterparts HD and
HD-Q and report fluctuations on a similar scale of around ∼ 20%.
However, we note that in specific sightline projections we find single
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Figure 9. Time variation in 𝜏˜geo as Fig. 7, for our MHD-Q simulation. We
compare all three sightlines in the â direction (top) and both perpendicular
directions (center, bottom), since in the MHD-case we have much more available modes (e.g. magnetosonic or Alfvén) We again show some approximate
physical-equivalent units assuming 𝐿box ∼ 100 𝑅 and 𝑐𝑠 ∼ 5 km s−1 . The
mean volume-averaged 𝜏geo ∼ 10 is higher in this run, more comparable to
RCB stars in a dusty outburst, and the RDIs produce ∼ 1 mag fluctuations on
∼ months timescales.
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Figure 11. Mass weighted probability distribution function (PDF) of 𝜏˜geo / h 𝜏˜geo i for several different times during saturation for all simulations HD, HD-Q,
MHD and MHD-Q, along individual narrow sightlines. The PDFs are non-Gaussian and some rare sightlines can have much higher extinction.

peaks the reach up to a fluctuation scale of around ∼ 50% (e.g. the
peak at LBox /𝑐 s ∼ 0.65 int the middle panel of Fig. 9).
Fig. 10 shows the 1𝜎 variation in 𝜏˜geo across spatial positions
(sampling all possible non-overlapping cylinders in the box), at a
given time, and Fig. 11 shows the full PDF of 𝜏˜geo at several times in
the saturated phase. We clearly see the instabilities grow and saturate
in time; we also see that the magnitude of fluctuations decreases for
very large source sizes which represent a large fraction of the box, but
is weakly-dependent on source size for source radii 𝑅∗ . 0.2 𝐿 box .
This indicates that the dominant modes driving the fluctuations are
actually quite large-scale, coherent structures (as suggested visually
in Figs. 1-4), and for almost any realistic envelope/outflow size (more
than a couple times the stellar diameter) the fluctuations will be
significant. We also see that, in saturation, the 1 𝜎 fluctuations in
𝜏˜geo are generally ≈ 10% of the box-averaged mean h𝜏˜geo i, for all
three of our simulations. In the full PDFs, however, we see that the
distribution is significantly non-Gaussian, with a power-law slope to
higher 𝜏˜geo , so high-extinction events are significantly more common
than Gaussian. Finally we obtain similar space and time PDFs in
saturation, suggesting (within our idealized simulations) the statistics
are somewhat ergodic.
In saturation we can see (viewing a time-series of different snapshots as Fig. 1) coherent dust structures move and re-shape on of
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)

order the dust crossing time (given by the drift speed |w𝑠 |). This
suggests a minimum characteristic timescale for large variations in
dust structures of characteristic size 𝜆 in the saturated state,
−8 M yr−1 ) 1/2
¤
Δ𝑡 min ∼ 𝜆/|w𝑠 | ∼ 0.2 yr (𝜆/500 𝑅 ) ( 𝑀/10
(𝐿 ∗ /103 𝐿 ) −1/2 (𝑄 0 /0.2) −1/2 (𝑣 wind /10 km s−1 ) −1/2 . Since we
have shown relatively large-scale modes dominate the obscuring
structures, 𝜆 of order a few hundred 𝑅 is reasonable. In Fig. 7
we can see this provides a fairly reasonable estimate, with most of
the large variations occurring on a timescale a few times this Δ𝑡 min
(∼ yr).
3.4 Grain Size Distribution & Extinction Curve Variations
Since grain stopping times and either accelerations or drift velocities depend on size, large and small dust grains do not move exactly
together; there can also be variations in the grain size distribution
(GSD), which is directly directly affect observables, such as the
shape of the observed extinction curve, along different sightlines.
Fig. 12 illustrates this by showing the variance in dust particle number as a function of grain size, for narrow cylinders (source size
𝑅∗ = 0.05 𝐿 box ) along â. This depends strongly on size of the grains,
implying there will be sightlines which are significantly with shallower or more “grey” extinction curves (relatively more large vs.
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Figure 12. Variations in the grain size distribution (GSD; see § 3.4). We plot differential number of grains per unit size 𝜖d , 𝑑𝑛d /𝑑 𝜖d , relative to the box-average
1/2
distribution h𝑑𝑛d /𝑑 𝜖d i (MRN-like h𝑑𝑛d /𝑑 𝜖d i ∝ 𝜖d ) normalized to have the same grain mass, along individual sightlines. The mean (dashed), ±1 𝜎
(shaded), and ±2 𝜎 (dotted) values over all sightlines (in times after saturation) are shown, for each simulation (labeled). The GSD, and therefore extinction
curve shapes, fluctuates along with extinction, with up to factor ∼ 2 variation in the ratio of smallest-to-largest grain number. When the acceleration is grain size
independent (HD-Q, MHD-Q), fluctuations are largest in the large grains, while when the acceleration is grain size dependent, the opposite occurs.

small grains) and also with steeper or “redder” extinction (more
small vs. large).
Interestingly, in HD-Q, where accelerations are grain grain size
independent, the largest fluctuations are in the large grains, i.e. they
are the most-clumped. These are drifting more rapidly, producing
faster RDI growth rates, and form the core structures of the dust
“filaments” in Fig. 1, with the smallest grains better-coupled to gas so
filling more space in-between. This means “diffuse” (lower-column)
sightlines will have steeper extinction curves, compared to highcolumn sightlines. In HD, where accelerations are larger for smaller
grains, the drift velocity being constant means RDI growth rates
are largest for smallest grains, which form the denser structures.
This means “diffuse” (low-column) sightlines will have more-grey
extinction, compared to high-column sightlines (the opposite of HD).
In either case, the magnitude of the effect is modest, but measureable:
from Fig. 12 even the most extreme sightline variations will produce
factor < 2 variation in the ratio of largest-to-smallest grains over a
factor ∼ 100 in grain size (the equivalent of changing the extinction
curve 𝐴𝜆 ∝ 𝜆 𝜓 by Δ𝜓 ∼ 0.1).
Similar behaviour is confirmed by the MHD-simulations in MHD-

Q and MHD with the difference that while the mean of dust particle
in the instabilities stays roughly constant, the largest fluctuations are
increasing by a factor 2 − 3 which is tracing the more violent and
rapid build-up of the instabilities that we can observe in the presence
of magnetic fields, consistent with the previous studies of Seligman
et al. (2019) and Hopkins et al. (2020). Thus, we can achieve a factor
of < 4 in the ratio of the largest to the smallest grains leading to a
change of the extinction curve by 𝐴𝜆 ∝ 𝜆 𝜓 by Δ𝜓 ∼ 0.2)
Of course, in real systems, large grain size variations might arise
from dust physics not modelled here (condensation, growth, coagulation, shattering) – and these processes will be strongly modified
by the RDIs themselves. Moreover, in the real physical system of a
cool-stellar atmosphere the magnetic field structure might by much
more complex than we can model with our current setup and since
the magnetic fields seem to be a crucial part in the evolution of the
RDIs this could change the picture. However, the general trend is
consistent between the simulations HD, HD-Q, MHD and MHD-Q
but the time-scale on which the fluctuations change appears to be
faster in the MHD-runs. Thus, this should simply be taken as a proof
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)
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of concept that extinction curve variations can arise also from purely
dust-dynamical processes in the outflow.

4 CONCLUSIONS
We consider for the first time the optical properties of dust-gas mixtures subject to resonant drag instabilities (RDIs), focusing on parameters of interest in dusty outflows around cool stars, e.g. AGB
outflows or RCB-like dust ejection events. Specifically, we consider
idealized simulations of an initially uniform dust-gas mixture with
an MRN-type size spectrum of dust grains, subject to a uniform external radiative acceleration, with explicit size-dependent dust drag
forces and their back-reaction coupling the dust and gas, and consider
both pure-hydrodynamic with uncharged grains and ideal-MHD with
charged grains limits. We then calculate how the geometric optical
depth and grain size distribution vary across sightlines in both time
and space, owing purely to the dust dynamics induced by the RDIs.
We show that in these environments, the RDIs robustly drive dust
clumping, producing rms variations in the geometric optical depth of
∼ 10−20% (corresponding to ∼ 0.1 mag under AGB-like conditions,
or ∼ 1 mag under RCB event-like conditions), with a characteristic
timescale of months to a couple years. We show these fluctuations
are dominated by relatively large-scale modes, so are robust to finitesource-size effects so long as the dusty envelope is a factor of a few
times larger than the source. The PDF of fluctuations is broad and
non-Gaussian, with some rare sightlines having little or no dust, and
others more than double the mean column. We also show that the
RDIs can produce variations in the grain size distribution along the
line of sight, with up to factor ∼ 2 change in the ratio of the number of
largest to smallest (100x smaller) grains, corresponding to changes
of ∼ 0.1 in the logarithmic extinction curve slope. We show that
all of these qualitative effects are robust to the optical properties of
the grains (e.g. how the absorption efficiency or grain acceleration
depends on grain size) or strength of magnetic fields.
We therefore conclude that the RDIs could play a central role driving much of the observed temporal (and spatial) variation in extinction in dusty outflows from cool stars. The characteristic timescales,
magnitude of the fluctuations (in both total extinction and extinction curve shape), and visual morphologies of some of the structures
(compared to resolved cases) are all similar to those observed. And,
as we have shown in previous work, the linear growth of the RDIs
is not suppressed or eliminated by other physics we have not considered here (e.g. non-ideal MHD, explicit radiation transport, gas
cooling), and they are unstable on essentially all scales and times
for any parameters remotely similar to those considered here, so we
expect them to be ubiquitous in such environments.
Furthermore, we would like to highlight the importance of the
results that we obtained based on the shape of Fig. 12. Generally, we
find that in the case of a grain size independent acceleration (HD-Q,
MHD-Q) the scatter in the instabilities across different sightlines is
dominated by the largest grains in the MRN-spectrum. Physically,
this arises because the largest grains are drifting the fastest causing
a stronger contribution to the RDIs (Squire et al. 2021). Vice versa
in the cases with a grain size dependent acceleration we find that the
scatter in the smallest grains is larger and the instabilities are dominated by the smallest grains in the MRN-spectrum. This is a clear
theoretical prediction as this specific feature is a direct consequence
of the presence of the RDIs. With observations, one could try to target
this specific feature in atmospheres of cool stars and it would not only
be possible to evaluate to which degree the RDIs contribute to the
dust dynamics in cool star atmospheres but one could also directly
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)

determine the general structure of the underlying grain size spectrum
given the behaviour of the large and small grains in the atmosphere
of the cool stars. Specifically it would be possible to determine how
strongly the grain size spectrum in cool star atmospheres resembles
the classic MRN-distribution. On top of this, we find it important to
point out that this result is “stable", i.e. it is consistent between the
“pure-hydro” and “ideal MHD". However, MHD effects play a crucial role when it comes to the amplitude of the scatter across different
sightlines indicating that the effect is more dramatic in the presence
of the magnetic field. In turn one could directly infer the magnetic
field strength based on the scatter in the grain size distribution in the
largest and smallest grain respectively.
However, we stress that we intend this paper to be just a “proof of
concept.” In order to identify if the RDIs could play a central role, we
have considered intentionally simplified simulations where the RDIs
are essentially the only physics driving variability. These are not intended to model detailed observables, as we neglect many effects,
including e.g. more realistic 3D, non-periodic geometries, non-ideal
MHD and explicit multi-wavelength radiation transport, dynamical
formation and evolution of dust grains, etc. Some of these, e.g. dust
coagulation and growth, could be themselves strongly modified by
the RDIs: the RDIs not only drive strong dust clumping (promoting coagulation), but also as shown here can provide “shadowing”
(shielding some regions of the outflow from the stellar source) which
would potentially allow for more efficient grain condensation, raising
the local dust-to-gas ratio, which in turn leads to more rapid growth
of the RDIs. In future work we will explore some of these physics as
they pertain to cool-star systems, in order to develop more detailed
observational predictions and tests.
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